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Executive Summary
Jarrell Independent School District requested a facilities assessment of Jarrell
Intermediate School by the Texas Association of School Boards Facilities Services program. The
purpose of the facilities assessment was to measure the quality and educational effectiveness of
school facilities, to understand the existing conditions and operational links of the systems and
building components, and to provide the basis for a long-range facility plan.
Data and information was gathered through onsite observations and administration
surveys. The Jarrell ISD administration and staff were very hospitable during the assessment
process. The District is to be commended on the professionalism and cordiality exhibited by staff
toward visitors. The learning environment was warm, friendly, and inviting.
All instructional facilities were assessed using a method based on the Council of
Educational Facility Planners (CEFPI) Guide for School Facility Appraisal. The appraisal of Jarrell
Intermediate School is tailored for the elementary educational level. Appraisal criteria were
evaluated and categorized as follows: School Site; Building Systems and Components; Building
Safety and Security; and Educational Adequacy. Over all, conditions of the building are in
relatively good condition. However, with all aging facilities and limited budgets, deficiencies and
needs were identified in several areas. Some of the needs can easily be addressed through the
maintenance and operating (M & O) budget. The following areas of concern more than likely
cannot be addressed using the M & O budget and therefore should be considered capital
improvements:
Site:
•
•
•

Improve drainage around 400 building and bus loading area.
Provide additional pole lighting at north parking areas.
Reseal asphalt parking areas and drives at north parking areas.

Building Systems and Components:
• Make ADA improvements throughout the campus.
• Replace asphalt shingle roofs on Library, 100, and 400 buildings.
• Replace all HVAC units that are 18 years old or older and provide fresh air makeup.
• Additional electrical outlets are needed in the classrooms.
• Consider replacement of single-pane windows.
• Upgrade T-12 light fixtures to energy efficient T-5 fixtures.
• Replace VCT flooring and carpeting where needed.
• Replace ceiling tiles where needed.
Building Safety and Security:
• Security:
– Additional security cameras are needed at both the interior and exterior of the
campus.
– Install a burglar alarm system at all buildings.
– Provide key card access to buildings and classroom doors that lock from the inside
with a key.
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– All buildings are in need of additional security lighting on the building perimeters.
Educational Adequacy:
• Expansion of the following areas are needed to meet recommended standards:
– Computer lab.
– Construct a new gym for P.E. activities.
Long Range Planning:
• Within the next 5 years:
– Complete all improvements identified in the assessment report.
– Develop a plan to replace the campus with a newly constructed campus that is equal
in quality to other district campuses.
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Maps
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Jarrell Intermediate

General comments:
The Jarrell Intermediate campus is comprised of approximately 58,000 square feet total that is
spread among 6 buildings and that rests on approximately 8 acres. Except for the Cafeteria
building, all other buildings are manufactured buildings that have been enclosed with a brick
veneer (the library has a wood siding veneer); the oldest buildings appear to be about 34 years
old. There are currently 214 students enrolled, 4th through 5th grades, and 29 staff. The buildings
are generally in good condition, but there are pressing maintenance and repair issues that need
to be addressed.
Student enrollment has increased by 62 students since 2011.
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1.0

School Site
Topography and Drainage
- Appears to be poor drainage on north side of 400 building.

-

Erosion at south end between the 200/300 buildings.

-

Principal reported in survey that rain does not drain well at bus pick-up area and that
children get wet when loading/unloading.

Parking and Drives
- Additional ADA spaces should be provided for staff and visitors.
- Additional pole lighting should be provided in north parking areas for increased
security after dark.
- Asphalt surfaces in north parking areas are in fair condition. Recommend seal coating
all surfaces within the next 2 years.
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Regular
Spaces

ADA

Van
Accessible

Surface
Type

Surface
Condition

Striping
Condition

Lighting

South main

117

4

2

Good

Good

Good

North staff
North bus

15
30
162
40
+ 122
29
214

1
1
6
8
(2)
Staff
Students

0
1
3
3
+0

Asphalt/
Concrete
Asphalt
Asphalt

Fair
Fair

Poor
Fair

None
Fair

Area

Total
al recommended/required
Difference +/(-)

Parking based on:

2.0

1

Building Systems and Components
ADA Accessibility
- Sink pipes and drains are not insulated in the student restrooms in the 100 building
and in the restrooms in the Cafeteria building.
- Ramp at 400 building to playfields has 10%+ slope and handrail on one side only; 8.3%
maximum slope needed with handrails on both sides.

-

Platform at east entry door to the 400 building has slope of 7%, 2% maximum needed.
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-

Parts of sloped sidewalk to Cafeteria from Library have slope greater than 5%, which
makes it a ramp; level intermediate landings needed every 30 feet maximum with
handrails on both sides.

-

Rails at the Library ramp should extend the full length of the ramp.

-

Upper end of ramp at Cafeteria stage has 9.2% slope; 8.3% maximum slope needed.

-

Wheelchair accessible toilet stalls in boys and girls restrooms in 200 building have
wheelchair access blocked by tables and supplies storage.
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Roofs
- Roofs on Cafeteria building, 200 building, and 300 building are standing seam metal
and are in good condition. Roofs on Library building, 100 building, and 400 building
are asphalt shingle and are in fair condition, with some signs of deck deterioration on
the 100 and 400 buildings and shingle loss on the 100 building; replacement of the
asphalt shingle roofs should be budgeted for in the next five years.
- Principal reported in survey that room 241 floods through the wall with heavy rain.
- Depressed areas at corner edge of 400 building roof and corner edge of 100 building
roof; appears roof deck underneath shingles may be deteriorating.

-

Missing shingles observed at several spots on 100 building roof.

Foundations
- Brick and mortar cracks observed on Cafeteria building wall near kitchen door.
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-

Brick stains from gutter leaks at the Cafeteria building, typical at several locations;
condensation drain drip is staining wall at 300 building.

-

Splash blocks needed under down spouts at west side of 200 building and at the 300
building, some erosion occurring due to lack of splash blocks.

Building Envelope
- Principal reported in survey that openings in building exteriors allow access to
spaces under the buildings and into the attics, so they have had problems with wild
animals getting into those spaces; the Library building has an ongoing issue with
feral cats under the building.
- Windows are inefficient single pane and caulk is beginning to fail. Building expansion
joint caulk is beginning to fail at all buildings.
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Heating, Ventilating, and Air Conditioning
- Average mid-afternoon CO2 level inside of the buildings was measured at 1223 ppm;
average humidity level inside of the buildings was measured at 39.3%. Mid-afternoon
outside base CO2 level was 382 ppm; outside base humidity level was 14.6%. High
CO2 levels indicate that the buildings’ HVAC systems lack fresh-air makeup
capabilities, allowing CO2 levels, allergens, and mold levels to build-up during the day
since fresh air is not continually being introduced into the buildings and old air is not
being cycled out of the building.
- Principal reported in survey that many HVAC units are constantly breaking down.
- 31% of cooling capacity is at or beyond typical life cycles.
Cooling
Capacity
189

# of small
units *
47

# of large
units *
2

* Small units are 10 ton or smaller and

Quantity
Tonnage
% of cooling
capacity

At end of Beyond
life cycle* life cycle
0
19
0
59
0%

31%

* Within 2 years of being beyond life cycle.
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Lighting
- T-12 bulbs in use at nearly all florescent light fixtures; for energy efficiency, fixtures
should be upgraded to T-5s.

-

Collapsing light fixture in storage room 232.

Electrical, Communications, and Data Infrastructure
- In most classrooms extension cords are being used for permanent power connections.
- Older electrical panels in 100 building appear original to the building.
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-

Missing exterior outlet covers at Cafeteria building.

-

Exposed exterior electrical wires between 100 and 400 buildings; many are low
hanging and are in a patio area where children play and throw balls in the air. Exterior
wires should be rerouted and placed in conduit where possible.

Drinking Fountains
Location
100 building
200 building
300 building
400 building
Cafeteria

Totals
+ / (-) Recommended *

Quantity

ADA

2
1
1
1
2
7
+5

1
1
1
1
1
5
+2
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Restrooms
- Tables and supplies stored in and obstructing the wheelchair stalls in the boys and
girls restrooms in the 200 building.

No ADA restrooms are provided for staff on campus.
Classroom/Unisex
Commodes

ADA
Classroom/Unisex
Commodes

0
0
0
0

Unisex
Commodes

1
2
1
4

5

1
1

1

0

ADA Girls
Commodes

9
+2

1
1

Girls Commodes

Sinks

ADA Sinks

6
2
2
2
4
1
17

ADA Women's
Commodes

5

6
6
6
8
4
1
31
+ 26

Women's
Commodes

12
+ / (-) Recommended + 7

1
1
1
2
4

ADA Sinks

Totals

1
1
1
1
1

Sinks

2
3
2
2
3

Urinals

100 Hall
200 Hall
300 Hall
400 Hall
Cafeteria lobby
Nurse (300 bldg.)

ADA Boys
Commodes

Campus/Location

Boys Commodes

Student

3
4
3
4
7

1
1
1
1
1

21
+ 15

Custodian (100 bldg.)
Lounge (100 bldg.)
Cafeteria kitchen
Totals

1

0

0

1

0

0
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1

0

ADA Unisex
Commodes

Urinals

Campus/Location

ADA Men's
Commodes

Staff
Men's
Commodes

-

1

0

1
2

0
0

Plumbing Infrastructure
- Extensive corrosion observed on Cafeteria building hot water heater; unit appears to
be less than 10 years old.

Exterior Windows, Doors, and Walls
- Most exterior painted finishes at all buildings are in fair-to-poor condition and are in
need of repainting.
- Paint flaking on metal components of all canopies, typical.

-

Wood trim needs painting and repair on 400 building.
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-

Damaged wood panels at passageway from 400 building to playfields.

-

Rotting wood eaves on 100 building.

Flooring
- Carpeting in the Library is in fair condition; carpet should be replaced within the next
5 years. When the existing carpet is replaced, it should be replaced with carpet tiles
to allow small stained or damaged areas to be replaced without replacing entire areas.
- VCT tile in the 100 building classrooms, the 200 building hall and classrooms, the 400
building classrooms, and the Cafeteria is in fair condition. VCT in these areas should
be replaced within the next 5 years.
- VCT in storage room 119 is in poor condition; some minor cracking/bubbling of VCT
observed in 100 building hallway.
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-

Poor VCT in room 121.

-

Cracking and separation of VCT along entire length of hallway in 200 building; appears
to be from seam where portable sections were originally joined together.

-

Typical concrete floor in 200 building classrooms; original flooring material has been
removed and concrete floors were refinished.

-

Minor cracking/bubbling of VCT observed in 300 building hallway.
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-

Damaged VCT in room 413, typical in several areas.

-

VCT on Cafeteria stage ramp is in poor condition.

Interior Doors, Cabinets, Ceilings and Walls
- Interior painted surfaces are generally in fair condition; interior surfaces should be
repainted in the next 3 years. Most wood panel walls in classrooms are in good-tofair condition.
- 2’x2’ and 2’x4’ceiling tile in all classrooms and in the Cafeteria is in fair condition and
should be replaced within the next 5 years. Ceiling tiles in the hallways and the
Library are in good condition.
- Counter damage typical in science room 343.
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-

Wall and ceiling finishes in storage room 119 are in poor condition.

-

Wear and tear observed on sheetrock walls in workroom 231 and computer room
230.

-

Mismatched wood panels in storage room 232.

-

Poor wall paint in 400 building hallway.
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-

Collapsing ceiling tile grid in room 241 and broken ceiling tile grid in Library.

-

Damaged, stained, and bowed ceiling tiles typical throughout all buildings.
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3.0

Building Safety and Security
Student Loading Areas

-

Principal reported that rain does not drain well at bus pick-up area and that children
get wet when loading/unloading. Most children ride buses, and parent drop-off and
pick-up moves well with little back-up; however, the principal reported that the bus
loading does not have room for all buses to stack-up, and as additional students are
added to the campus it could worsen. The intermediate campus dismisses about an
hour before the middle school campus so they do not have any overlap issues.
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Campus Security Systems
- The campus is in need of security upgrades, including additional security cameras at
the interior and exterior, installation of a burglar alarm system at all buildings, key
card access, and door locks that lock from the inside with a key.
- All buildings are in need of additional security lighting on the building perimeters.
Life Safety Systems
- The Library building does not have adequate emergency lights for safe egress.
- Lighted exit sign needed at end of hallway in 100 building.

-

4.0

Lighted exit sign needed at end of hallway in 200 building; exit sign in vestibule is not
visible from hallway.

Educational Adequacy
Size of Academic Learning
- 30 general classrooms with a total of 23,200 square feet (average classroom size is
773.3 sf). Raw campus capacity per State limit of 22 students per classroom is 660
students; with utilization factor, adjusted campus capacity is 627 students. With
current enrollment of 214 students, the campus is at 32.4% raw capacity and at 34.1%
adjusted capacity. The classroom count included large rooms currently being used as
offices in the 100 and 400 buildings.
Specialized Learning Areas
- Speech is in room 120, Dyslexia is in room 342, Math and Reading labs are in room
348, and Content Mastery and Special Ed are in room 349.
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Library/Resource/Media Center
214
4,000
1,856

# of students
Total sq. ft.
TEA recommended sq. ft.
+ / (-) TEA recommended

+ 2,144

Meets TEA recommended
Storage sq. ft.
Media Center sq. ft.
Office sq. ft.
Work Room sq. ft.
Age approriate

Yes
190
0
200
100
Yes

Gymnasium, Athletic Facilities, P.E. Areas
- P.E. area in 100 building is 2,880 sf (current TEA standards require 3,000 sf minimum).
VCT floor is in fair condition.
- Three classrooms in 100 building have been combined into a P.E. room.

Science
- Counter damage typical in science room 343.

Classroom sq. ft.
Room

Actual

+ / (-) TEA

# of
stations

Max # of
students

Eye
Wash/Shower

343

1,110

+ 210

25

22

1/1

Band, Choir and Music Program
- Music instruction takes place on cafeteria stage.
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Storage Square Feet

Adequate

Art
- None provided.
Computer Labs
- The computer lab does not meet current TEA space requirements; current TEA
requirement is 900 square feet.
Room
230

Square
feet
685

+ / (-) TEA 900
sq. ft.
Max # of Current #
requirement
PC's *
of PC's
21
(215)
19

PC's + / (-) TEA
requirement
+2

Cafeteria and Kitchen
- Cafeteria kitchen has wood panels.

Cafeteria - Seating Area
Square Feet Actual

Square Feet Square Feet
Recommended
+ / (-)
*
Recommended

4,700
3,040
* 10 square feet per seat

+ 1,660

Serving Area
Seating
Capacity

304

Square Feet Square Feet
+ / (-)
Square Feet - Recommended
Recommended
Actual
**

100
152
** ½ a square feet per seat

Kitchen
Square Feet Actual

# of Serving
Lines

(52)

+2

Lunch Periods

Square Feet Square Feet
+ / (-)
Recommended
Recommended
***

1,500
1,050
+ 450
*** 3 ½ square feet per meal served

Storage

Average Daily
Meals Served

Adequate

300

# of Lunch
Periods

Begins at:

Ends at:

Nurse’s Clinic
- Consideration should be made during future renovation or expansion to provide a
nurse’s office clinic meeting the minimum size recommendation by CEFPI of 500
square feet.
+ / (-)
# of Sick Beds
# of
/ Private
Restrooms
Square Feet recommended

315

(185)

1/No

1
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Sink

Secure
Storage

Near front
office

Yes

Yes

No

Evaluation Criteria
1.0 School Site (4)
1.1 Site size, location, and accessibility
1.2 Playgrounds, athletic and intramural areas
1.3 Topography and soil drainage
1.4 Parking
2.0 Building Systems and Components (13)
Note: This assessment does not address structural stability or live load issues. Any concerns related to the
structural integrity of the facilities should be confirmed by a licensed architect or structural engineer.
Structural
2.1 ADA accessibility
2.2 Roofs
2.3 Foundations
2.4 Building envelope
Mechanical/Electrical
2.5 Heating, ventilation and air conditioning
2.6 Lighting
2.7 Electrical, communications, and data infrastructure
2.8 Drinking fountains
2.9 Restrooms
2.10 Plumbing infrastructure
Finishes
2.11 Exterior windows, doors, and walls
2.12 Flooring
2.13 Interior doors, cabinets, ceilings, and walls
3.0 Campus Safety (6)
Site Safety
3.1 Student loading areas
3.2 Pedestrian services
3.3 Access streets and vehicular traffic
3.4 Playgrounds, intermural and athletic fields
Campus Safety
3.5 Campus security systems
Emergency Safety
3.6 Life safety systems
4.0 Educational Adequacy (13)
Academic Learning Space
4.1 Academic learning areas
Specialized Learning Space
4.2 Specialized learning areas
4.3 Library, resource, and media center
4.4 Gymnasium, athletic facilities, and P.E.
4.5 Science
4.6 Band, choir, and music programs
4.7 Art
4.8 Computer labs
Support Space
4.9 Teachers’ lounge and work areas
4.10 Cafeteria and kitchen
4.11 Nurse
4.12 Reception space
4.13 Administrative and auxiliary space
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Long Range Facility Plan
Jarrell ISD has several options and scenarios when looking at possible facility decisions for the
Intermediate School in the upcoming years. Following are some ideas that the district
leadership might consider when making these facility decisions.

0-5 year timeline:
Stand-alone improvements for years 0-5:
o Capital improvement and maintenance items identified by the TASB team in this report are
prioritized by year in the “Suggested Improvements by Year” chart found on page 29. The
schedule should be followed and all items completed within the next five years so that
district facilities remain functioning, accessible, safe, and healthy.
o The following are the key high-dollar capital improvement items drawn from the suggested
improvement charts found on page 29; these suggestions presume that the district would
continue to use all existing campuses and facilities and not make any major changes or
additions to their facilities:
Improve drainage around 400 building and bus loading area.
Provide additional pole lighting at north parking areas.
Reseal asphalt parking areas and drives at north parking areas.
Expand the computer lab to meet current TEA space requirements.
Replace all single pane windows at all campuses and support facilities with double pane
Low E systems.
Upgrade T-12 light fixtures to energy efficient T-5 fixtures.
Replace asphalt shingle roofs on Library, 100, & 400 buildings.
Replace all HVAC units that are 18-years old or older and provide fresh air makeup.
Provide additional electrical outlets in all classrooms.
Replace VCT flooring and carpeting where needed.
Replace ceiling tiles where needed.
Construct gym for P.E. activities.
Create a plan to address security improvements and begin completing those
improvements.
Create a plan to address ADA improvements and begin completing those
improvements.
Suggested improvements or changes for years 0-5:
o Since the majority of the buildings on this campus are manufactured buildings (as opposed
to site-built buildings) and are 30+ years in age, it does not make economic sense to provide
a large capital investment in these buildings with the hope of securing additional long term
use of 20-to-30 years. While continued good maintenance practices should guarantee an
additional 5-to-10 years of life from the buildings, within the next 5 years the district should
develop a plan to replace these buildings with a newly constructed facility that is equal in
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quality to the other modern district campuses. Since the Cafeteria building is a site-built
building, it could be renovated and modernized and incorporated into a new campus plan.
o Although replacement costs are not normally identified as part of a facility assessment, the
following information is provided at the district’s request to give some idea of expected
costs. These are current cost estimates and no inflation is factored in; the district is
encouraged to secure the services of a planning professional to determine more accurate
costs.
 Renovation of 58,000 square feet of current facilities to add 20-30 years of life
and the addition of a new 5,000 square foot gym: $10,000,000.
 Construction of 63,000 square foot new campus on a new site (includes a 5,000
square foot gym): $19,500,000 (includes site improvements and soft costs).
 Demolition of existing 58,000 square foot campus: $300,000.
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Suggested Improvements by Year

Suggested Improvements by Category
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